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Conveyor Chain 
 

Chain Types 
Compilation 

Chair: Tom Perdue / Vice-Chair: Roger Bruere 

The CEMA Conveyor Chain Working Group has prepared this document in an effort to provide a 
common level of understanding of the various types of conveying chains used in industry today.  
Descriptions and definitions of several chain types have been included below along with some typical 
applications.  This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but it does cover most of the typical chains used 
in conveying applications. 

Precision Power Transmission Roller Chains 

Precision Power Transmission Roller Chains are manufactured in many different types.  Examples of the 
many types include single strand and multiple strand in standard and heavy series.  Most roller chains 
have rollers that engage with the teeth of the sprocket(s).  Normally, roller chain is used in continuous 
lengths with connecting links to provide an even number of pitches.  If an odd number of pitches is 
required, offset links are used along with a connecting link to provide an odd number of pitches.  Roller 
chains consist of alternating pin links and roller links. Roller Chain components include pin link plates, 
roller link plates, pins, bushings, and rollers (with exception of rollerless chains). 
 
Common Precision Power Transmission Roller Chains include the following described chains: 

25 (0.250” Pitch)   100 (1.250” Pitch) 
35 (0.375” Pitch)   120 (1.500” Pitch) 
40 (0.500” Pitch)   140 (1.750” Pitch) 
41 (0.500” Pitch)   160 (2.000” Pitch) 
50 (0.625” Pitch)   180 (2.250” Pitch) 
60 (0.750” Pitch)   200 (2.500” Pitch) 
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80 (1.000” Pitch)   240 (3.000” Pitch) 

Double Pitch Conveyor Roller Chains 

Double Pitch Conveyor Chains are provided with standard rollers or oversized rollers. Conveyor roller 
chains with standard rollers are typically used for light to moderate conveyor applications. Conveyor 
Roller Chains with oversized rollers reduce friction by providing rolling action. Normally, Double Pitch 
Conveyor Roller Chains are used in continuous lengths with connecting links to provide an even number 
of pitches. If an odd number of pitches is required, offset links are used along with a connecting link to 
provide an odd number of pitches. Conveyor Roller Chains consist of alternating pin links and roller links. 
Conveyor Roller Chain components include pin link plates, roller link plates, pins, bushings, and rollers. 
Double Pitch Conveyor Roller Chains are available with steel rollers or plastic/Delrin rollers. They are 
also available in standard and heavy series with heavy series commonly starting at C2060H.  Heavy 
series chains feature the same bushings, pins, and rollers of the standard chain, but utilize the heavier 
thickness of the side plates found in the chain that is one size larger in pitch.  The “C” designation for 
these chains denotes straight side plates as compare to the more common “Figure 8” shaped plates of 
standard precision roller chains. 
 
Common Double Pitch Power Transmission Roller Chains include the following described chains: 

C2040 (1.000” pitch with standard roller) 
C2050 (1.250” pitch with standard roller) 
C2060 (1.500” pitch with standard roller) 
C2060H (1.500” pitch heavy series with standard roller) 
C2080H (2.000” pitch heavy series with standard roller) 
C2100H (2.500” pitch heavy series with standard roller) 
C2120H (3.000” pitch heavy series with standard roller) 
C2160H (4.000” pitch heavy series with standard roller) 
C2042 (1.000” pitch with oversized roller) 
C2052 (1.250” pitch with oversized roller) 
C2062H (1.500” pitch heavy series with oversized roller) 
C2082H (2.000” pitch heavy series with oversized roller) 
C2102H (2.500” pitch heavy series with oversized roller) 
C2122H (3.000” pitch heavy series with oversized roller) 
C2162H (4.000” pitch heavy series with oversized roller) 

Forged Conveyor Chains 

Forged conveyor chains, or drop forged chain as they are often known, are a reliable solution for a 
diverse range of conveying applications in industries such as power generation, hazardous waste 
incineration, minerals and mining, cement, pulp and paper, grain handling and food processing. They are 
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commonly utilized in severe duty, en masse drag conveyors for moving material horizontally, on an 
incline, or vertically, using a skeletal chain flight through a flat-bottom, rectangular conveyor section. The 
chain links are made of heat treated forged steel with a typical internal core hardness of 300-400 BHN 
and a surface hardness of 500-700 BHN. Flights or attachments for these chains can be either welded or 

bolted directly onto the drop forged links. The exceptional combination of internal ductility, external 
hardness and high strength, make forged chains a highly versatile, durable, and dependable conveying 
medium.  

 

 
Cast Chains 

Cast chains are designed for severe, rugged, abrasive, and demanding environments.  Cast chains are 
either riveted construction or cottered construction.  The pins will vary by manufacturer for material used 
which typically includes medium carbon steel, low carbon steel, alloy steels, etc.  Applications for these 
chains include wastewater, lumber, paper and pulp, paper industries, sugar mills, fertilizer, etc. 
 

Combination cast chains are built using a cast block link 
and steel sidebars.  Combination chains are designed to handle very abrasive, corrosive, gritty, and 
generally demanding environments.  The sidebars, barrels and pins feature heat treatment which may 
vary from one chain manufacturer to another.  These chains are built with riveted construction or cottered 
connecting pins.  Applications for combination cast chains include aggregates, cement, fertilizer, 
limestone, etc. 
 
Most cast chains and combination case chains are interchangeable with other standard makes of 
corresponding sizes and numbers, but this should be confirmed with the particular manufacturer. 

Drop forged chain with bolt-on nylon flights Drop forged chain with welded steel flights 
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Welded Steel Chains 

Welded steel mill chains are designed for rugged, abrasive and demanding environments.  Welded steel 
mill chains are riveted construction with cottered connecting pins.  Pins, barrels/bushings and sidebars 
feature heat treat, which can vary by chain manufacturer.  Sidebars for these chains are offset.  
Applications for welded steel chains include wood yards, paper mills, OSB plants, grain systems, ethanol 
processing, etc. 
 
Welded steel drag chains are designed for rugged, abrasive and demanding environments.  The 
sidebars, barrels and pins are heat treated, though the heat treatment may vary by chain manufacturer.  
The chains are built with riveted construction or cottered connecting pins. 
 
Welded steel mill chains and welded steel drag chains are interchangeable with other standard makes of 
corresponding sizes and numbers. 

Agricultural, Pintle, and Detachable Chains 

Agricultural Roller Chains: Similar to other roller chains, these chains feature a series of alternately 
assembled roller links and pin links in which the pins articulate inside the bushings and the rollers are 
free to turn on the bushings. The pitch of these chains are derived from the pitch of the Steel Detachable 
Link Chains.  These chains commonly feature formed attachments which are integral to the chain 
sidebars.  These attachments allow paddles or slats to be attached to the chains to make them more 
efficient at conveying materials.  Many Agricultural Equipment Manufacturers use proprietary 
attachments with Agricultural Roller Chains for specific applications.  However, many standard 
attachments exist.  Agricultural Roller Chains are rapidly replacing Steel Detachable Link Chains in most 
applications. 

Open Barrel Steel Pintle Chains: These chains are produced by a series of one-piece formed links, 
connected by pins, which articulate within the barrel of adjacent links.  The barrels are open, leaving the 
pins exposed on one side.  This allows debris to be cleared from the chain joint.  Open Barrel Steel Pintle 
chains are commonly found with welded attachments that allow paddles, slats, or other devices to be 
attached to the chains to make them more efficient at conveying bulk materials.  Occasionally, Open 
Barrel Steel Pintle chains are used for unit handling applications.  The benefits of Open Barrel Steel 
Pintle chains are that they are self-cleaning due to the open barrel allowing them to run in very dirty 
environments.  The most common application is live bottom trailers used to move manure, salt, sand, or 
other materials. 

Steel Detachable Link Chains: A series of successively assembled steel links in which the end bars 
articulate inside the hook.  The chain is detached by flexing it and driving the end bar out of the adjoining 
hook. Steel Detachable chain links are commonly formed with an integrated attachment tab that allows 
paddles or slats to be attached to the links to make them more efficient at conveying bulk materials.  The 
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main benefit of Steel Detachable Link Chains is that they are very easy to assemble and disassemble 
without the use of tools.  Chain sections can be removed easily in the field.  

700 Series Chains 

700 Series chains are used extensively in water and wastewater treatment plants or similar sewage 
treatment applications.  This series of chain is offered in a variety of different materials from medium 
carbon steel, medium carbon alloy, stainless steel, cast iron, or non-metallic depending on the 
requirements of the application.  In typical applications of the 700 Series chains, the chains are run in a 
dual strand arrangement with a flight attached to the strands of chain which are conveyed through a tank. 
 
This series of chain is interchangeable with other standard makes of corresponding sizes and part 
numbers. 

Steel Bushed Conveyor Chains & Attachments 

Steel Bushed Roller and Conveyor chains are used for a broad range of conveyor and elevator 
applications.  They are the appropriate selection for long life and heavy-duty service where difficult 
operating conditions prevail. 
 
Steel Bushed Conveyor chains typically feature either straight or offset sidebars with heat treated rollers, 
pins and bushings.  The rollers provide lower operating frictions, which help to increase chain life and 
reduce conveyor design requirements.  Rollers may be flanged in dual strand applications for tracking 
purposes or plain.  Steel Bushed Roller elevator chains feature straight sidebars with a heat treated 
roller, pins and bushings. 
 
Hardened Steel Bushed elevator chains typically feature straight sidebars with heat treated pins and 
bushings.  These types of chains are used for centrifugal discharge and continuous discharge chain 
bucket elevators, along with super capacity, dual strand, gravity-discharge chain bucket elevators. 
 
 
Chain Attachment Types  
K-style attachments – Double-sided attachment used on single strand and 
double strands of chain attached to the back of the bucket.  The attachment 
on each side of the chain allows a bucket, pan, slat or rake to be bolted to the 
K-style attachment.  K-style double sided attachments may be welded on tab 
or angle.  They are most commonly offered as an integral sidebar and usually 
contain two or three bolt holes in varying patterns.  This is the most common 
type of attachment and is primarily used for centrifugal discharge and 

continuous discharge bucket elevators. 
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A-style attachments – Single-sided attachment, typically used in dual strand applications where a left and 
right hand strand of chain contains attachments with bolt holes to accept a pan, belt, slat or rake.  A-style 
single sided attachments may be a welded on tab or angle clip on the sidebar.  They are also offered as 
an integral sidebar formed during the manufacturing process.  A-style attachments typically have one or 
two bolt holes in varying patterns, and are typically used on centrifugal discharge and continuous 
discharge elevators. 
 
G-style attachments – Are used on dual strand super capacity gravity 
discharge chain bucket elevators.  The attachments are mounted to the 
side bars of the chain in dual strand applications where a left and right 
hand strand of chain is necessary.  G-style attachments typically have 
two holes to accept a bolted-on bucket, pan, rake or slat.  Tabs may be 
welded to the inside sidebars to make up for the thickness of the outside 
sidebar when the attachment is present on every pitch. 
 
M-Style attachments - M-style attachment serve as a high sidebar or 
mid-pitch holes.  M-style high sidebar attachments extend above the 
roller, allowing material to ride on the sidebars and keep material off 
chain components.  M-style high sidebar chains are also used to 
accept slats in drag or scrapping applications.  A slat slides into the 
notch in the high sidebar and is welded in place.  M-style mid pitch 
holes, located on each side of the chain, are used to accept stub 
shafts for outboard rollers.  M-style mid pitch holes are used in dual 
strand leak-proof apron pan applications to help carry heavy loads 
and track the chain properly.   

 
 
Floating attachments - This type of attachment is used 
primarily by European original equipment manufacturers.  
The attachments are bolted to the back of the bucket and 
then slide on to a holding pin with a retaining ring or pin.  
This type of attachment is primarily used for centrifugal 
discharge and continuous discharge bucket elevators.  

Chain Drive Belts 

Chain drive wire mesh belts are defined as an assembly of 
parallel strands of standard roller or pintle chains (steel or 
stainless) combined with woven wire spirals of the same or 
similar material.  The strands of chain effectively transmit 
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the load or tension in the belt and are positively driven by 
sprockets.  The woven wire mesh is constructed to match 
the product support needs of the particular application.  
Cross members are used to provide lateral support to the 
wire mesh while also attaching the mesh to the two parallel 
strands of chain.  In this way, the components come 
together to act as a single unit.  This combination of 
components results in a product that is extremely versatile 
for both process and material handling conveyor 
applications.  Belts of this type are available in a wide array 
of pitches, widths, and wire mesh densities. 

Plastic Chain Types 

Plastic chains are molded polymer, interconnecting, 
hinge-like modules (links) of various sizes and 
configurations which are connected end to end to form 
a continuous, flexible conveying element on which, 
when installed on a conveyor frame, product in unit 
form may be transported.  
 
Plastic conveyor chains consist of rigid plastic links 
which are molded from any one of a variety of durable 
plastics and mechanically connected by means of a 
steel pin.  Links may be designed such that the pinned 
connection flexes in the longitudinal direction or in both 
longitudinal and lateral directions, which are commonly 
referred to a side flexing (also known as multiflex and 
double flex chain).  A unique hybrid, two-piece chain 
design consists of a steel base-chain onto which rigid 
plastic top plates are snapped in place.   
 
 
Plastic chains are manufactured in a 
variety of forms including: 

 Slat top (table top) chain 
 Low back-pressure chain 
 Multiflexing (side flexing) chain 
 Case chain 
 Snap-on chain 
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Chain materials may include the following, which may also include special additives to improve a 
particular physical property i.e., abrasion resistance, reduced friction, etc.: 

 Polyacetal; “Acetal”, “POM” (Polyoxymethylene) 
 Polyamide 
 PBT (Polybutylene Terephthalate)  
 Polycarbonate 
 Polypropylene 
 Fluorinated thermoplastic 
 Carbon steel* 

 
*Although not a plastic, this all steel variant shares the design of the basic slat-top chain and is, therefore, included in the family 
of plastic conveyor chains. 
 
Plastic chain is employed in conveying unit loads in a wide array of applications in various 
industries including: 

 Automotive 
 Baking 
 Beverage 
 Canning 
 Cardboard mfg. 
 Material handling 
 Packaging 
 Pharmaceutical 

SNAP-ON 
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 Textile 
 
 
Accessories common to plastic chain can include: 

 Molded inserts 
 Chain sliding supports 
 Guides and guide track 
 Wear strips 
 Sprockets 

 
 


